* Security is about keeping unwanted traffic from entering our network * Privacy is about keeping wanted information from leaving our network --Privacy is thus the dual of security Though we agree that Privacy and Security are bound, we disagree with this particular binding. We suggest the following:
* Security is about protecting systems and data from Abuse * Abuse is about unauthorized exploitation of a system or its data * Privacy is about the authorized use and access to personal information. --Good privacy practices are thus an outcome of applying good data management and security to enforce good policy.
Krishnamurthy goes on to focus exclusively on the "leakage" of PII through data sharing for advertising purposes, due primarily to various tracking techniques such as cookies. Though Internet Privacy architectures and technologies should help the community avoid unintended and unauthorized data sharing/"leakage", if we focus exclusively on these advertising-oriented use cases and develop rigid anti-sharing/anti-tracking architectures, our solutions will actually be counter-productive to securing networked systems from the most prevalent forms of abuse we see today [2] and therefore will reduce our ability to ensure an environment that enables the authorized use and access of personal information, i.e. we will have undermined Internet Privacy, not improved it.
Security Considerations for Internet Privacy
We have posited that good privacy is the outcome of applying good data management and security to enforce good policy governing the collection, storage, and use of personal information. Therefore, we suggest a friendly amendment to the fundamental question being posed as the central organizing theme for this workshop:
"How can we ensure that architectures and technologies for the Internet, including the World Wide Web, are developed in a way that respects users' privacy and enhances the capability of the ecosystem to better protect personal information from predators?"
We offer an answer to that question: The Use-and-Obligations Framework In preparation for the workshop, we also offer the following two use cases where data sharing and user profiling techniques are used to improve privacy through enhanced security of personal information. We hope to illustrate that "technology doesn't abuse privacy, people abuse privacy" by detailing these use cases at the workshop.
Protection-by-Design Use Case 1: Anti-Abuse Data Sharing
At PayPal, we have deployed email authentication [6] technologies and privacy policy compliant data sharing techniques to protect customers from being phished for their personal information and system credentials. Now when a message comes in that reports to be from us, but cannot be cryptographically verified as being from us, the mailbox provider (a) no longer delivers that message and (b) forwards a PII redacted copy of that message to us. We then take the contents of that message, investigate if it was sent by someone trying to phish information, and if so, we initiate a site takedown. The net result of this program is the blocking of approximately 175,000 phishing attacks and numerous phishing site takedowns every day. This is an example of how data sharing works to enhance security and privacy, yet when viewed through the prism of certain privacy regimes even this data exchange has been called into question as a privacy risk. We believe this is due primarily to communication gap between what has traditionally be referred to as "the security community" and "the privacy community". Closing that gap should be a strategic goal we all share so that we begin to recognize the truth, that we are all collectively "the Internet community".
Protection-by-Design Use Case 2: Anti-Abuse Profiling
At PayPal, we use first-party cookies and other techniques to collect and profile information about the environment our users are in when they access our secured applications. Without these techniques, we would not be able to perform anti-fraud risk management analysis which is mission critical to the operation of our service and the protection of our customers' personal information.
